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INTRODUCTION 
Let ~s  be the Green's D-relation on a semigroup S, and ~s* the congruence 
on S generated by ~s ,  that is, the least congruence (on S) containing ~s-  If  ~s* 
is the universal congruence, that is, if ~s* satisfies a~*sb for all a, b E S, then S is 
said to be D*-simple. According to Hall [1], the least semilattice congruence 
~s on a regular semigroup S coincides with 2s*; that is, ~?s = ~s*. From this 
fact, it follows from Petrich [6] that the ~Us-relation ,U  s on a regular semigroup S
in the sense of [6] also coincides with ~s*. We shall call ~s* the D*-relation on S. 
Now, let S be a regular semigroup. There exist a semilattice A and a regular 
semigroup Sa for each A ~ A such that S is a semilattice A of the regular semi- 
groups S a and each S a is an ~?s-class. In this case, each Sa is semilattice indecom: 
posable (S-indecomposable) and hence S a is D*-simple. That is, a regular 
[orthodox, inverse] semigroup S is a semilattice of D*-simple regular [orthodox , 
inverse] semigroups. Conversely, let A be a semilattice and Sa an orthodox 
semigroup for each A ~ A. Let S(o) be a semilattice composition of (Sa:. A t  A}; 
that is, S(o) is a semigr0up such that 
(1) S(o) = ~2 {Sa: A e A} (disjoint sum), 
(2) S~o S~ C S~ in S(o), and 
(3) a o b = ab (the product of a, b in S~) for a, b ~ Sa, A ~A. 
In this case, S(o) is an orthodox semigroup as follows: 
For each a ~ S(o), put (a*: a* is an inverse of a in S(o)} ~ US(o)(a). Since S(o) 
is a semilattice A of the orthodox semigroups Sa , the ~S(o)-class containing an 
element a of Sa is contained in S a . Hence, Vs(o)(a) C Sa. Therefore, Vs(o)(a) = 
Usa(a ). I f  Vs(o)(a) = Vs(o)(b) @ ~], where a ~ Sa, then b'~ S a and Vsa(a ) (3 
Usa(b) @ O. Since S~ is an orthodox semigroup, Usa(a ) =- Vsa(b ) holds. Hence, 
VS(o)(a ) = Vs(o)(b ). Since S(o) is a regular semigroup, it follows from Yamada 
]0, Theorem 5.2.5] that S(o) is an orthodox semigroup. It is also easily seen 
hat, in the above, if each Sa is an inverse semigroup, then the resultant system 
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S(o) is also an inverse semigroup. Thus, we have the following result: A regula 
[orthodox, inverse] semigroup is a semilattice of D*-simple regular [orthodox 
inverse] semigroups. Conversely, a semilattice of D*-simple regular [orthodox 
inverse] semigroups i  a regular [orthodox, inverse] semigroup. 
For any given semilattice A and for any given semigroup Sa, A ~ A, the de 
scription of all possible semilattice compositions of {Sa: A ~ A} is given, fo 
example, by Petrich [6]. Therefore, the problem of constructing all possibl 
regular [orthodox, inverse] semigroups is reduced to that of constructin 
all possible D*-simple regular [orthodox, inverse] semigroups. In this pape: 
we shall mainly investigate he structure of D*-simple inverse semigroups. 
1. SOME RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. A homomorphic image of a D*-simple regular [orthodox, invers 
semigroup isa D*-simple regular [orthodox, inverse] semigroup. 
Proof. Let ~ be any homomorphism of a D*-simple regular [orthodo 
inverse] semigroup S onto a semigroup T. It is obvious that T is a regul: 
[orthodox, inverse] semigroup. Now, it is also obvious that if a~sb, whe 
a, b ~ S, then a~rb  ~. Consider a congruence 0 (on T) containing ~r -  DefiJ 
a congruence ~ on S as follows: aab if and only if (a~, b~) ~ 0, a, b ~ S. If a~sb th, 
a~rb  ~. Since 0 D ~r ,  it follows that (a~:, b~)~ 0 and hence aab. Therefoi 
~s  C ~. Since S is D*-simple, ~ is the universal relation on S. Thus, a~b 
satisfied for any a, b ~ S. Hence, (a~, b~) ~ 0 for any a~, b~ ~ T. This impli 
that T is D*-simple. 
Let S be a regular extension of an invcrsive semigroup (that is, an orthogrou 
G by an inverse semigroup _P; that is, suppose that S is an orthodox semigrol 
containing G and there exists a surjective homomorphism ~:S ~/~ such tt 
(1) 0 Ker ~ ~ U {A~ -1: A ~ Er} = G, and 
(2) the structure decomposition of G (see [7]) is given as G ~-~ Z'{A~ 
AEEr). 
(For the definition of a regular extension, see also [11]; the collection (A~ 
A ~ Er} of sets A~ -1 is called the kernel of ~:, and denoted by Ker {:.) Th, 
we have the following: 
LEMMA 2. F is D*-simpIe if and only if S is D*-simple. 
Proof. The " i f"  part: Since S is D*-simple and since/~ is a homomorp 
image of S, it follows from Lemma 1 that F is D*-simple. 
The "only if" part: For each a ~ S, put a~: = g. By the same process as 
given in the proof of Lemma 1 of [9], it follows that for any x, y ~ S, X~rj 
and only if x~sy.  Let as be any congruence on S such that crs D ~s ,  and def 
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Or as follows: dOrb if and only if aasb. This Or is well defined since :~ -= ~f implies 
X~@sy, accordingly xasy. Further, it is easy to see that Or is a congruence. Now, 
~r~ implies a~@sb and a ~s b implies aasb. Therefore, ~r /~ implies ~0r/~. 
Thus, Or is a congruence containing ~r .  Since F is D*-simple, Or must be a 
universal relation. Therefore, £Ory holds for any x, y ~ S. Consequently, xasy 
holds for any x, y ~ S. This implies that S is D*-simple. 
Now, let T be a D*-simple inverse semigroup. Let/x r be the greatest idern- 
potent-separating congruence on T and ~ the natural homomorphism of T onto 
T/I~ T . Then, it follows that (1) T/I~ T is a D*-simple fundamental inverse semi- 
group, and (2) Ker q~ = {el~r: e ~ ET}, and N = U Ker ~ is a semilattice E r of 
the groups e/~ r . Since the structure decomposition of N is clearly given as 
N~.{e lx r :e~Er}  =~[A¢- l :h~Ermr} ,  T is a regular extension of the 
Clifford semigroup (in the sense of Howie [2]; a weakly C-inversive semigroup 
in the sense of [7]; that is, a semilattice of groups) N by the D*-simple funda- 
mental inverse semigroup T/t~ r . Conversely, it follows from Lemma 2 that any 
regular extension of a Clifford semigroup by a D*-simple fundamental inverse 
semigroup is a D*-simple inverse semigroup. 
Let F be an inverse semigroup, and N a Clifford semigroup having Er as its 
structure semilattice (see [7]). Let N ~ ~ {Na: h ~ Er} be its structure decom- 
position. Of course, in this case each Na is a group and N is a semilattice Er of 
the groups Na • In the same way as shown in [11], every possible regular exten- 
sion of N by / '  can be obtained in the following fashion (we omit the proof): 
Let ea be the identity element of Na • The regular extensions of N by -P are 
obtained by slightly modifying the concept of a Schreier extension in the group 
theory. Let ~:/~---~ End(N) (the semigroup of endomorphisms on N), ~b: 
/~ × P -+ N be mappings such that each 97 = 9'~ maps N a into Nva(ya)_l ,
especially maps Nv-1 v onto Nvv-1, and each C(9', 7) = (9', 7)~ is an element of 
Nv,(y,)_,. I f  {97: 9' e F} and {C(9', 7): (9', 7) e F X /'} satisfy 
(1) C(A, 3) = ea~ for A, 8 e Er ,  and C(9'9' -~, 9') = C(9', 9'-~9') = ev,-x for 
each y E I', 
(2) C(7, ~)fC@, 7f) = C0,, 7) C(9'7, f), where x ~ = x97, 
(3) 97-~ = 79' C(7, 9") (where, for each a ~ N, ~ denotes the endomorphism 
on N defined by z a = aza -1, z e N), 
(4) eab = b ~ for h, S e E randbeN~,  
then the system {97, C(9', ~)} is called a (normalized)factor set of N belonging to / ' .  
Let {~7, C(9", ~)} be a factor set of N belonging to F. I f  multiplication is defined 
in N ~ /" = {(a, 9'): a e Nvv-~ , 9' e P} by 
(a, 9")(b, 7) = (abfC(9", 7), 9"r), 
THEOREM 3. (1) _N = {a, A): a E Na,  A ~ Er} is a Clifford semigroup which 
is isomorphic to N, and N ~ I" is a regular extension of _N by I', 
481/65/2-5 
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(2) every regular extension of N by 1" is obtained in this fashion, up to isomor 
phism. 
Accordingly, the problem of describing all D*-simple inverse semigroups i 
reduced to that of describing all possible fundamental D*-simple invers, 
semigroups. In the following sections, we shall deal with this problem. 
2. A STRUCTURE THEOREM 
As was shown in the introductory section, D*-simple is synonymous witl 
S-indecomposable forregular semigroups. 
A semilattice E is said to be primary uniform (P-uniform) if it satisfies th 
following condition: 
For any proper (completely) prime ideal F of E, there exist an 
element eo f f  and an element f of E lF  such that eE is isomorphic 
to rE. 
(2.1 
Under this definition, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4. Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then S is D*-simple i f  and only ij 
for any proper prime ideal F of Es  , there exist e e F, f e Es \F  and c E S such th~ 
eEs ~ fEs  (where ~--- means isomorphic), c- leEs c = fEs  , cc -1 = e, and c-lc = j 
O f  course, in thiz case Es  is P-uniform. 
Proof. The "only if" part: Assume that for some proper prime ideal F of E 
there is no pair of e, f, c satisfying the condition in the statement. In this case 
we first prove that a-lFa C F for any a e S. Suppose that a-lFa ~ F for som 
a e S. Then, there exists e I eF  such that a-lel a ~ Es\F.  Put a-lel a = f .  Ther 
a- le lEs a = a- le laa- lEs a -~- fa - lEs  a C fEs  . Conversely, fEs  = a- lafEsa- la  = 
a-laa-XelaEsa-la C a- l (aa- le lEs a) C a- le lEs a. Hence, a- le lEs a ~- fEs  
Putting af = c and aa-lel = e, it follows that c-lc = fa - la f  = f e Es~F, cc -1 = 
afa -1 = aa-lelaa -1 = e e F and c- leEs c ~ fa - laa - le lEsaf  ~ fa- lexEsaf  = fEs  
Now, the mapping Pc: eEs --+ fEs  defined by (eu) pc = cqeuc, u e Es  , is an iso 
morphism of eEs onto fEs .  That is, eEs ~ fEs .  This contradicts the fir, 
assumption. Therefore, a-aFa C F for each a e S. Now, put C ~ (a ~ S: aa-: 
a- la eF} .  Then, C 4 = S and C is a completely prime ideal of S. This is prove 
as follows: For a e C and for x e S, ax(ax) -1 -~- axx- la  -1 -~ aa- laxx- la  -1 
aFa -1 CF  and (ax)-lax = x - la - laxex- lFxCF .  Hence, C is an ideal. Next, suppos 
that ab ~ C for a, b e S. Then, abb-~a -1 e F. Hence, a-labb-la- la c F, a-labb -1 ~ 
and a-la ~F  or bb -1 eF .  If a- la~F,  then a(a- la)a  -1 ~F,  that is, aa -x e t  
Similarly, if bb -~ eF ,  then b-lb eF .  From this result, we conclude that a ~ 
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or b ~ C. Therefore, C is a proper completely prime ideal. Accordingly, S is not 
S-indecomposable (D*-simple) (see Petrich [6, p. 32]). 
The "if" part: Assume that for any proper prime ideal F of Es ,  there exist 
e ~F, f~  Es\F and c e S such that eEs ~---fEs, c-leEsc - - fEs  and cc -a = e, 
c-lc = f.  I f  S contains a proper completely prime ideal C, then E c is a proper 
prime ideal of Es .  Hence, there exist e ~ E c , f~  Es \Ec ,  and a ~ S such that 
a-leEs a = fEs  , eEs ~ fEs  , e : aa -1, and a-la : f .  Now, a-lea : f ~ C, and 
hence fEE  c . This contradicts to f6  Es\E c . Therefore, 5: does not contain a 
proper completely prime ideal. Hence, S is S-indecomposable (that is, D*- 
simple) (see M. Petrich [6, p. 32]). 
If S is an inverse semigroup and if the semilattice of idempotents of S is E, 
then we shall say that S is an inverse semigroup with semilattice E. Munn [3, 4] 
has shown the following result: Let E be a semilattice and let T~ denote the 
subset of ~ (where J~ is the symmetric inverse semigroup on E) consisting 
of all c~ such that the domain and codomain of ~ are principal ideals of E and 
is an isomorphism. Then Te is an inverse subsemigroup of ~ with semilattice 
isomorphic to E. Further, it is shown by Munn [5] that an inverse semigroup 
with semilattice E is fundamental if and only if it is isomorphic to a full inverse 
subsemigroup of Te.  Munn [4, 5] has also shown the following: Let E be a 
uniform semilattice and let S be a transitive inverse subsemigroup of Te (that is, 
an inverse subsemigroup S of Te such that to each pair (e , f )~  E × E there 
corresponds ~~ S such that eE is the domain and fE  the codimain of ~; hence 
TE itself is transitive). Then S is a fundamental bisimple inverse semigroup 
and Es ~ E. Conversely, any fundamental bisimple inverse semigroup with 
(uniform) semilattice E is isomorphic to a transitive inverse subsemigroup of Te • 
By slightly modifying the above-mentioned Munn's result concerning 
fundamental bisimple inverse semigroups, we shall establish a similar result for 
fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroups. 
Let E be a P-uniform semilattice, and S an inverse subsemigroup of TE • If  S 
satisfies the following, then S is said to be P-transitive: 
(1) S is a full inverse subsemigroup of Te,  and 
(2) for any proper prime ideal F of E, there exist e ~ F, f ~ ElF  and o~ ~ S 
such that ~ is isomorphism of eE onto rE. 
LEMMA 5. Let E be a P-uniform semilattice. Then, a P-transitive inverse 
subsemigroup S of T E is a fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroup. 
Proof. It is easily to see from Munn [5] that a P-transitive inverse subsemi- 
group S of T~ is fundamental. Next, we shall show that S is D*-simple. Let • 
denote the multiplication i  T e . First define 6: E --~ E* (where E* is the semi- 
lattice of idempotents of Te; that is, E* = ~%: % is the identity mapping on eE, 
e ~ E}) by e• ~- E,. Then, $ is clearly an isomorphism. Since S is a full inverse 
subsemigroup of Te,  E* C S holds. Assume that S contains aproper completely 
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prime ideal A. Then, EA is a proper prime ideal of E*. Since EA(~ -1 is a prope~ 
prime ideal of E, there exist e, f such that e ~ EA¢ -1, f ~ E\EA¢ -1, and eE~ fE  
Since S is P-transitive, there exists a ~ S such that ~ is an isomorphism of eft 
onto fE. Now, a - l *  % * a is the identity mapping E I on fE. We have Ef = 
~-1 .  E~ • ~ ~ A, but this contradicts f~ = ef ~ E A . Hence, S does not contair 
a proper completely prime ideal. Thus, S is D*-simple. 
Remark. In particular, if a semilattice E is P-uniform, then T~ itself is 
fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroup. 
LEMMA 6. Let S be a fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroup with semi- 
lattice E. Then, S is isomorphic to some P-transitive inverse subsemigroup of Te 
Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 4 that Es is a P-uniform semilattice. Fo~ 
any c e S, define ¢,: cc-lE ~ c-icE by u¢, = c-lue. Then, ¢c is an isomorphism 
Hence, ¢~ ~ T e.  Put S = {¢~: c ~ S}, and define T: S--~ S C T e by cT = ~ 
By simple calculation, it is easy to see that ~ is a homomorphism. Let Ca = ~bb 
Then, aa-lE z bb-lE and a-laE ~ b-lbE since the domains of Ca, ~bb anc 
the codomains of Ca, ~bb are the same, respectively. Therefore, aa -1 ~ bb -1 anc 
a-la ~ b-lb. Further, Ca = ~b implies that a- laa- lea-~ b-laa-leb, that is 
a-lea ~- b-leb for aa-le ~ Eaa -1 (e ~ E). Let ~s  be the greatest congruence on 
which is contained in the Green's H-relation a~s on S. By the result above ant 
the work of Zitarelli [12, Theorem 2.16], it follows that ao~sb. Since S is funda- 
mental, ~ ~-~ ~s (the identity congruence on S). Hence, a ~-b. Therefore 
7: S -+ S' is an isomorphism. Next, we shall show that S' is P-transitive. Let _~ 
be a proper prime ideal of E. By Theorem 4, there exists c ~ S such that ec -1 EF  
c'lc E ElF , and cc-lE ~ e-icE. Since ~b c (~ S) gives an isomorphism of cc-lj~ 
onto c-leE, S is P-transitive. 
Summarizing the results above, we obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 7. I f  E is a P-uniform semilattice, then any P-transitive inverst 
subsemigroup of TE is a fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroup. Conversely: 
i f  S is a fundamental D*-simple inverse semigroup with semilattice E, then E is e 
P-uniform semilattice and S is siomorphic to some P-transitive inverse subsemigrou t 
of T~. 
3. P-UNIFORM SEMILATTICES 
It is obvious that any uniform semilattice is, of course, P-uniform. However 
the converse is not true. Diagrams I, I I, and I I I  below are P-uniform semi- 
lattices which are not uniform. 
Let N, R+, and I be the set of all natural numbers, the set o f  all positive rea: 
numbers, and the closed interval [0, 1], respectively, ordering in the usual way 
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(I) 
a %,, / /o  b 
\ ,  / 
c %\ fro d 
",~o/ 
e 
I> 
R+ 
E = {a, b, c, d, e} + R+, 
a >c  >e,b  > d > eand 
e > x for all x 6 R+. 
(II) ( I I I)  
oo~ l N x {2} 
0 
=1, TN × {3,' 
E =I~uh,  
I an I  2 =0,  : : 
a >/b inE i f  E=N× N, 
a /> b in Ii (a, b) >~ (c, d) 
( i=  1 or 2). i fb<dor i f  
b =danda>~c.  
It seems fairly difficult to characterize P-uniform semilattices in a simple and 
apprehensive form, but finite P-uniform semilattices and P-uniform chains 
can be characterized in somewhat simple forms. Hereafter, we shall mainly 
discuss the structure of P-uniform semilattices. 
Let E be a semilattice with zero element 0. A nonzero element a of E is called 
an atom if E has no element x such that a > x > 0. A finite semilattice E has 
a zero element (that is, the least element) 0, and if E =~ {0}, then E has at least 
one atom. We consider the case where E =/= {0} and E is a finite P-uniform semi- 
lattice. Now, let {a I , a 2 .... , a,~} be the set of all atoms ai of E. First, we shall 
show that there is no element x such that x >/ai for all i = 1, 2,..., n. Assume 
that there is an element x such that x >/ai for all i ~ 1.2,..., n. Put Q = {x ~ E: 
x >~ ai for all i = 1, 2,..., n} and P = E/Q. It is easily seen that P is an ideal of E 
and Q is a subsemigroup of E. Therefore, P is a prime ideal of E. Since E is P-  
uniform, there exist e, f such that e E Q, f ~ P, and eE ~ fE. Since eE D {ax, 
a 2 ,..., a,~}, the semilattice E has n atoms a l ,  a2 ,..., a~. Now, let t be an atom 
of the semilatticefE. I f there exists an element y of E such that t > y > 0, then 
there exists ak such that f  ~> t > y /> a k . Hence, a k ~fE. This contradicts the 
assumption that t is an atom of fE. Therefore, t is also an atom of E. Since 
f~ P, there exists a, such that a, d~ f, that is, a, (~fE. Accordingly, the number 
of atoms of the semilattice fE  is equal to or less than n - -  1. This contradicts 
eE _~fE.  Thus, there exists no element x such that x >/ai for all i = l, 2,..., n. 
For any elementy of E, there exists a~. such that aj ~ y. Since 0 ~< a~y < a t and 
a t is an atom, it follows that ajy = O. Hence, y is a zero-divisor of E. 
From this result, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 8. I f  a finite semilattice E is P-uniform, then E = {0} or every 
element of E is a zero-divisor. 
A semilattice consisting of a single element is said to be trivial. 
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COROLLARY 9. A nontrivial finite semilattice with 1 is not P-uniform. 
I f  a semilattiee S satisfies condition (3.1), then we shall say that S is a semi 
lattice with the minimal condition: 
For any nonempty subset T of S, there exists a minimal element 
t in T (that is, an element t such that t 6 T and t ~ u for any u 6 T\ 
{t}; in other word, an element  6 T such that tu v~ u for any ele- 
ment u ~ T/{t}). 
(3.1 
THEOREM 10. A nontrivial semilattice with the minimal condition is F 
uniform i f  and only i f  for each nonzero element x ~ E, there exists y ~ E such th~ 
y :/: x and yE  ~ xE. 
Proof. The "only if" part: Let x be a nonzero element of E. Put F ~ {a e 
ax ~- x}. Then E\F  is a proper prime ideal of E. By the condition that E is [ 
uniform, there exist u ~ E lF  and v eF  such that uE ~ vE. Then, there als 
exists y ~ uE such that yE  ~ xE and y 4: x. 
The " i f"  part: Let P be a proper prime ideal of E. Then F ~ EIP is a suit 
semilattice of E. Since E satisfies the minimal condition, there exists a zer 
element (that is, a minimal element) x ofF.  By the assumption, there exists y ~. 
such thaty  :/: x andyE ~ xE. Next, we show thaty  E P. Suppose thaty  E E\P:  
F. Since x is the zero element ofF,  we have xy ~ x and yE  D xE (that is, y ~ x 
Let ~b be an isomorphism of yE  onto xE such that y¢  = x. If y ~ x, the 
y~b n > ~by n+l for all n -~ 0, 1,... (where y¢0 - -  y). Hence, we have y > y~b " 
y~b ~ > '" .  This contradicts the assumption that S satisfies the minimal conditio~ 
Therefore, x = y. This also contradicts x =A y. Thus, we conclude that y e J 
Therefore, E is a P-uniform. 
Remark. The "only if" part in the theorem above is also true for gener 
nontrivial semilattices. 
Next, we shall investigate general P-uniform semilattices. Let E be a sem 
lattice. I f  A, B are subsemigroups of E which satisfy conditions (3.2) and (3.3 
then the pair (A, B) of A, B is called a cut of E: 
For any a ~ A and b ~ B, if a, b are comparable then a ~ b, (3.1 
E ---- A + B (disjoint sum). (3.: 
LEMMA 11. Let E be a semilattice. Then, E is P-uniform if  and only i f  for a~ 
cut (A, B) of E, there exist a, b such that a E A, b ~ B, and aE ~_ bE. 
Proof. The " i f"  part: Let A be a proper prime ideal of E, and put E\A ~ J 
Then, (A, B) is a cut of E. Hence, there exist a, b such that a E A, b ~ Bar  
aE ~ bE. 
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The "only if" part: Let (A, B) be a cut of E. It is easy to see that A is a proper 
prime ideal of E. Since E is P-uniform, there exist a, b such that a ~ A, b ~ B, 
and aE ~ bE. 
THEOREM 12. I f  a semilattice E with 0 has no zero-divisor C: 0, then E is P- 
uniform if  and only if E = {0}. 
Proof. It is obvious that if E = {0}, then E is P-uniform. Conversely, 
assume that E is P-uniform and has a nonzero element e. Since El(0} ~ e and {0} 
is a proper prime ideal of E, there existsfsuch that f  ~ El{0} andfE ~ 0E ---- {0}. 
This contradicts the fact that fED {f, 0}. Hence, if E is P-uniform, then E 
consists of a single element (that is, E = {0}). 
COROLLARY 13. I f  a chain C has the least element 0, then C is P-uniform if and 
only i f  C = {0}. 
THEOREM 14. I f  a semilattice E with 1 satisfies condition (3.4), then E is 
P-uniform if  and only if  for any a ~ E, there exists f ~ E such that a ~ f and 
fe~_e. 
eE ~ E and fE  ~ E imply efE ~ E. (3.4) 
Proof. The "only if" part: Let {x ~ E: xE ~ E} = P. We need only to show 
that E has no element  such that t > x for all x ~ P. Assume that E has such an 
element t. Put  B -~ {y  ~ E :y  ~f  for some fE  P}, and let A z E\B. Then, 
it is obvious that A ~= []  and B va D. Take a, b from B. Then, there exist 
e, f E P such that eE ~ E and fE  ~ E. On the other hand, ab >/ef. Therefore, 
ab ~ B. Thus, B is a subsemigroup. It is easily seen that (A, B) is a cut of E. 
Since E is P-uniform, there exist a, b such that a ~ A, b ~ B and bE ~*  aE 
(where ~b is an isomorphism of bE onto aE such that b~b ~- a). Since b ~ B, there 
exists f ~ P such that b /> f. Now, E ~ fE  ~ f~bE. Hence f~b c P C B. On the 
other hand, b ~ f implies b~b ~ f~b. Hence f~b e aE, and hence f~bE C aE. This 
implies that f~b 6 A. Accordingly, A n B ~f~b. This contradicts the assumption 
that (A, B) is a cut of E. Hence, E has no element  such that t ~> x for all x ~ P. 
Therefore, for any c ~ E, there exists h E P such that c > h. 
The "if" part: Let (A, B) be a cur of E. It is obvious that B H 1. For any 
a ~ A, there exists f~  A such that f  < a andfE  ~ 1E = E. Since f < a < 1, 
f~  A, 1 ~ B andfE  ~ E, it follows from the lemma above that E is P-uniform. 
COROLLARY 15. A chain C with 1 is P-uniform if and only if  for any a ~ C, 
there exists f E C such that a > f and C ~ fC. 
Remark. A semilattice E with 1 does not necessarily satisfy condition (3.4). 
This can be seen from the following example: 
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Let N be the set of all natural numbers and {0, 1, 2} n be the set of infinit~ 
sequences consisting of the elements of {0, 1, 2}. Also, let E be the subse 
{(sl, s 2 ,...) ~ {0, 1, 2}:¢: for some n ~ N, Sl, s~ .... , s~ = 1 or 2, s 1 = 1 and s~+ 1 = 
s~+ 2 --  - -  0} of the set (0, 1, 2} n. I f  x of E has a form (sl, s 2 ,..., s~ .... ) suc] 
that s 1, s 2 ,..., s,, ~- 1 or 2, s I ~ 1 and s~+ 1 ~ s~+ 2 ~ -.. ~ 0, then the elemen 
x of E will be simply denoted by (s 1 , s~ ,..., s,). 
Consider the disjoint sim E~ of the sets E and {z}, and define multiplication 
on Ez as follows: 
For any a, b e E~ , 
t !  if a = (s 1,..., sin), b = (t 1 .... , t,), m >/ n and (s 1 ..... s~) = 
(t 1 ,..., t,,), that is, s 1 = t 1 ,..., sn = tn . 
aob = if a =(s  1 .... ,s~), b =( t  1 .... ,t~), m ~n and (s 1,...,sin) = 
(t l  ,..., t,~). 
otherwise. 
Then  Ez(o) becomes a semilattice with 1. Now, it follows that Ez ~ (1, 1) o E z _~ 
(1, 2) o E~, but (1, 1) o (1, 2) o E~ ~/~ E~. Hence, Ez(o ) does not satisfy conditio: 
(3.4). 
(IV) 
1 = (1)  
(1, 1, ~XX (~ 1 , ~ ,  2 ~ ,  2, 2) 
Finally, the following theorem shows that the diagram I I  is P-uni form: 
THEOREM 16. Let A be a set consisting of at least two elements. I f a semilattice 
with zero 0 satisfies 
(1) E : (3 (Ia: ~ ~ A}, where eachla is an ideal orE, 
(2) I J~  = (0} i f  o~ if= h, and 
(3) for  any ~ ~ A,  there exists fl (4: ~) ~ A such that I~ is isomorphic to 
ideal of Io ,  
then E is P-uniform. 
Proof. Let F be any proper prime ideal of E. Then, it is easy to see that the~ 
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exists an ideal I a such that Ia C F. Since F =/= E, there exists ~ such that/~ (~ F. 
Take any element a ~ I,\F. Now, there exists an isomorphism ¢ of I, onto an 
ideal 1~ of E which is contained in Ia. Then, aI, ~ a~Ia. Since aE ~ aIa and 
aCE = a~Ia, it follows that a ~ E~F, a¢ e F, and aE ~ aCE. Hence, E is P- 
uniform. 
COROLLARY 17. Let E be a finite semilattice without 1, and {al, a2 ..... an} 
(n/> 2) the set of maximal elements of E. For any i = 1, 2,..., n, let Ei = (x ~ E: 
ai > /x  >/0}. Then, E is P-uniform if conditions (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied: 
aiaj = 0 for any distinct i, j , 
for any Ei ,  there exist E~ (~= El) such that 
Ei is isomorphic to some ideal Tj of Ej. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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